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Feminism in     

Nepal 
Swastika Timsina 

 

Feminism is one of the most 

controversial topics in today's 

world. The situation is dreadful 

in Nepal. Basically, feminism or 

feminists are misinterpreted as 

feminizes. Feminizes are the 

people who endorse the 

statement that women are 

superior to men. They believe 

that urge to get married or have 

partner is the sign of deficiency 

or weakness. A feminizes is a 

sexist whereas; a feminist is 

someone who advocates 

women's right and impartiality. 

They want women to be treated 

equally as men neither more nor 

less. 

 

Nepali social is distinctly 

patriarchal. Women here are 

considered inferior to men and 

are treated dreadfully in every 

aspect of society. Being a 

feminist in Nepal, can insinuate 

shatter with Nepalis culture and 

favoring a western way of 

living over our own. People 

barely acknowledge that 

feminism is all about breaking 

down the glass ceilings for 

women and helping them rise 

above it. But often they are 

inculpated of combating for 

superiority over men. 

To be honest, in most of the  

condition women are brought 

down by other women in the 

name of culture. We can see it 

arising everywhere. A 

menstruating girl, enduring all 

the torment of the monthly 

cycle, is forced out of comfort 

zone by her own mother. Our 

upbringing is filled with 

tutorials of women 

standardization and gender 

specific roles. 

 

CHORI MANCHE le GHAR 

KO KAAM SABAI SIKNU 

PARCHA 

ADJUST COMPROMISE etc. 

are the words only made for 

women in Nepali society 

And such never ending chori 

manche type of lessons we all 

are familiar of...... 

 

 

In the remote areas, the 

situation is unacceptable. Even 

when the opportunities are 

provided, women do not want to 

come out of shells and be self-

governing or individualistic. 

They are programmed, 

brainwashed and pressurized to 

swallow that they are the 

parasites to their male 

counterpart. Utterly ignorant 

about their rights and 

authorities. Women live in such 

gloomy and miserable condition 

that they do not have right over 

their own body. Women exists 

to carry on the generation of 

their husband. And if the 

children is not a boy, these 

women must be ready to be 

replaced. 

 

In a nutshell, there are lots of 

misapprehension about 

feminism in our country. It is 

extremely challenging to make 

people aware and conscious 

about feminism. It is important 

to exculpate the 

misinterpretation of feminism. 

There is plenty of work and 

efforts to be done in order end 

gender-biased society. A society 

free of gender-based glass 

ceiling. 

 

(Swastika Timsina is a BBA 5th semester 

student)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

OPINION 

“Many thoughts revolve around our head as it keeps on flowing constantly like money and when we come up with a 

conclusion…..What’s next?”. This proverb or sentence seems incomplete but this is a serious problem to watch out 

for which holds a hidden truth. Now, belonging to developing country like Nepal, most of us know the truth and 

accept that our country is blessed with best resources and beauty but why do we and many of us still have the idea 

of migrating abroad for earning money and better living standard. Specially “YOUTH” whom we consider future of 

our nation go abroad to complete their further studies and the sad thing about this is many of them never return and 

settle there. The one thing everyone have realized is that when a nation is representing a big sports event like cricket 

and football, at that very moment almost everyone shows great enthusiasm, passion and love for the nation and 

many of us can feel and accept that such sports event brings us all together hence improvising the famous quotation 

“UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED WE FALL”. If we have same passion, enthusiasm, dignity and pride towards our duties and 

responsibilities concerning about things happening in country than we would have been proudly listed as developed 

country. It’s in every individual’s hand to change this proverb developing to developed country and to do so we can 

simply consider “DOING OUR DUTIES HONESTY ALONG WITH CONSISTENCY”. 

Now, another stressing point and worst part about this is our thinking. Every time, every day and every minute “NO 

SCOPE, NO MONEY AND NO SYSTEM” literally sounds annoying. “NO SCOPE” cannot be said by anyone because the 

same can be opportunity for someone because there is a word “VISION” which most of us believe exists in the 

dictionary. If we have vision and ideology than who can dare us stop from being called Millionaires or Billionaires. What 

matters the most is from what level we start and that level is mostly zero. If many of us have self-belief and confidence 

than we will have more than 10 Binod Chaudhary. He is making great money with ideology and vision which has 

ultimately helped him rule the Nepal’s business market. However, no one is telling you to be Binod Chaudhary but set an 

example with the work you do. Here the question may arise like “ARE WE DOING OUR DUTIES? “and the answer will be 

something petty but don’t feel ashamed because it’s never too late to start something good for ourselves and the only 

thing we must be having is willingness. 

“NO MONEY” is something to laugh about because the money which many of us spend on our education by going 

abroad can be spent for the education of 10 to 20 students in nation by which we can highly expect a great return from 

investment because “MONEY INVESTED IS NEVER WASTED”. Outcome can be surely seen in coming future because this 

investment will show direction towards economic growth and better standard of living. That same money can be spent 

on starting a business as this is something worth to try and a great learning process for many youths. Lastly, “NO 

SYSTEM” if we say there is no system than we are biggest fools. Many of us have the habit of pointing out our fingers 

towards our education system. To some extent it can be acceptable but being a student, exploring and learning is in our 

own hands and also applying its practically. We have heard about many millionaires and billionaires like BILL GATE, 

STEVE JOB, MARK ZUCKERBERG who doesn’t have a college degree but they had a passion, a vision and someone to 

believe in them and that someone was themselves and many hidden inner qualities about what they were up to.  Well 

our college degree has its own value when we understand it’s worth. By doing something in our life and by fulfilling our 

duties sincerely that degree will gain its meaning otherwise it will be like some hunted item dusted in one corner of our 

shelve staring at us. - By Swornim Khadka | 5th semester, BBA 

WHEN THERE'S A WILL  
      THERE'S A WAY 
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JB Hamal 

BBA director at Saraswati Multiple Campus 
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About our 1st magazine 

Congratulations! 

As technology advances, the options for digital publications continue to grow. 

Digital publications refer to methods of presenting one’s work in the virtual 

world without using paper.  It is not a novice approach in the academic field 

(and the environmentalists) but is indeed new to old-fashioned readership. 

The strange scenario of this pandemic has made them realize that digital 

magazines are equally valuable and important for the society. I consider my 

students’ approach a very commendable one and rather revolutionary in 

changing the mindset of readers. Saraswati Business Society’s “Weekly Digital 

Magazine” has set an inspirational example to all of us in making the most of 

the time despite the morbid fear.      

As an instructor of Academic Writing, I have spent most of my time introducing 

composition courses, doing a certain type of writing—the academic essay—using a 

certain variety of modes, such as description, narration, classification, comparison, 

evaluation, and analysis. Whereas, Business School writing course is largely based on the foundations of 

communication. In recent years, the line between academic and nonacademic writing has definitely blurred. I still 

recognize that academic essay is the predominant genre, but I also want to help prepare the students to become 

more versatile writers, fully capable of operating in whatever genres and modes are most appropriate for a given 

rhetorical situation (audience, purpose, and context). And, this is the kind of magazine which hones the students to 

be versatile. This magazine has definitely impressed me by its flamboyance: problem-based writing, book review, 

interview and beautiful photographs. I appreciate the approach and take this opportunity to extend my warmest 

greetings to those who are involved directly and indirectly in this beautiful gesture. 

 

Teacher at Home               How are you engaging yourself during this lockdown?  

1. Study/research on virtual/online teaching methodologies 

2. Implementation of online classes in the campus 

3. Completely following the government rules and regulations 

4. All the time with family members 

5. Carrying out ongoing academic researches.   

Arvind Dahal 

Lecturer at Saraswati Multiple campus 
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Why We Want You to Be Rich 

A book by Donald Trump and  

Robert T. Kiyosaki 

 

 

 

Donald J Trump is the 45th and current president of the United States. He 

is also businessman with a net worth of $2.1 billion; Robert T. Kiyosaki is 

an American businessman and author and is the founder of the ‘Rich dad 

company, private financial education company.’ 

“why we want you to be rich” is a non-fiction book about personal 

finance. These two writers join together for the aid of America’s shrinking 

middle class. Even though America being the most developed country with 

GDP of 18.57 trillion USD cannot afford for retirement plan and pension of 

people due to the different plan and pension of people due to the 

different factors like oncoming retirement of the baby boomers, rising 

costs of light crude oil, decreasing employer pay to employee, national 

debt of the United States and a declining power of the United States dollar 

The Authors suggest that individuals should not rely on government to 

solve that financial problems. They assert that employment opportunities 

are not created by the government but rather through entrepreneurship. 

They believe we cannot solve money problems with money but can only 

solve money problems with financial education. 

 

 

BOOK REVIEW |Aaditya Acharya 

“Give a 

man a 

fish, and 

you feed 

him for a 

day, 

teach him 

to be a 

fish, and 

you feed 

him for a 

lifetime “. 

 



 
 

 

 

         How to study 

• Study planners 
Write the dates of your exams and the study periods you give yourself 

in your bullet journal. Make summaries of all the notes you 

accumulated during the year so they’re easier to study. 

 

• Find your study zone  
Explore where you work best e.g. the library or at home. Try to study 

in different places. 

 

• Break. It up 
Breaking down a big assignment into small assignment will make the 

task a lot more doable and manageable. 

 

• Avoid any distraction 
Turn off your phone and the television, and check your social media 

updates only during the break time. 

 

• Study for 30-45 minutes at a time 
Our brain effectively absorbs information from the first and last 15 

minutes of studying. 

 

• Take a break  
Break no more than 10-15 min. 

 

• Remember to drink  
As you complete your first topic drink a glass of normal water which 

helps you to stay hydrated and make your mind fresh. Repeat it as you 

go on completing your all topics. 

  

Self Help |Nisha Jaiswal 

Nisha 

Jaiswal, a 

BBA 5th 

semester 

student. She 

has scored 

highest CGPA 

in campus 

twice and in 

university 

once.   
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Happy New Year 2077 

 

Let’s pray, coronavirus pandemic will end soon. And our country will recover from all the 

damages caused by this crisis. 
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For this new year, make your resolution with SBS 

 

8 GOALS FOR 2077 

 

Keep up with good CGPA | Improve presentation skill 

Never miss a good IPO | Read at least one book a month 

Follow daily business & economic news | Conduct at least one research 

Attend at least one national seminar/conference 

Learn to develop Business/startup plan   
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Anina Maharjhan | 5th semester, BBA 

In my point of view, this is much more relevant since we have poor health infrastructure. Firstly, huge respect and applause to all the 

staff who are working during this pandemic as well. It is not only the responsibility of government but also of the citizen, to follow 

the lockdown rule strictly and must not think lockdown as a typical Nepal Banda. The precaution now we as a citizen can take is just 

to stay home and stay safe. But the treatment must be transparent as possible. For instance, among 16 confirm cases, only 1 has 

recovered. What is the health condition of other patients? Government should provide more detailed information.  

 

Abita Kunwar| Lecturer at Saraswati Multiple Campus 

One of the preventive measures to contain the corona virus is by maintaining social distancing, so it’s one of the foremost requirements 

for contacting it. If we follow the pattern and trends of the countries like China, Taiwan who was successful to contain the virus the 

first thing that they did was the complete lockdown and isolation to prevent social interaction.  

If we look over the context of our country Nepal we are sandwiched between China and India, in china they are about to declare the 

victory over the virus but in India the cases are going up. As per the WHO they have predicted India is to be the new epicenter for virus 

outbreak. As we share open border with India, we are in very high-risk zone and our medical facilities are almost none to tackle once 

infected. If we analyze the impact and the contagious nature of virus it can transmit from one person to another in various different 

kind of way mostly by droplets released from human body.  At the present time USA has been hit very badly and, in a day, more than 

2000 people died, whereas in case of china out of 78,000 who were infected less than 3000 died, why is that so? The only answer to 

this question is the preventive measures taken by government and strictly followed by citizens of that country. WHO and China has 

initially warned USA about the impact of the virus but Trump administration took that quite lightly and he even coined COVID 19 as 

Chinese virus and its nothing more than a normal flu. Now more than 300k has already been infected with very high mortality rate.  

As per the WHO the only way is to control this pandemic is by developing the vaccine, but that takes lots of time to have a vaccine 

which can be used because lots of tests need to be performed before it is released. So, the only way to curb the virus is by staying at 

home, taking preventive measures and maintaining social distancing.  

So, the preventive measure taken by government for lockdown is right but not sufficient. We are in very high-risk zone because of 

India as we have open border and people can travel back and forth in so many ways. So, the next things that need to be handled very 

carefully are the movement of people between India and Nepal that can only be done by joint effort of Nepal and India.  It’s the 

epidemic so it’s national emergency time so we should deploy Nepal army earliest possible as in case of earthquake and flood and 

various other natural calamities. As it’s already been like 21 days we are being locked down inside the home, definitely we will face 

shortage of daily necessities, so government should think a way to provide it with less interaction.  

So only way at the moment is to wait and see, hope soon there will be a vaccine. One of the very dangerous things that Corona has 

depicted is the mutation, the virus that was found in china and in USA are different so it might be of different nature found at different 

places. So, it seems very challenging to develop a vaccine that is going to work for all but we just cannot sit back and wait. Many 

countries are working on that some are in testing phase so let’s hope for best and being alive is the biggest miracle in this world. Stays 

home stay alive! 
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For controlling the spread of novel conavirus, government of Nepal has been 

using lockdown approach since 10th of Chaitra. How relevant is complete 

lockdown for country’s like ours?  Do you see or think that government could 

fight the virus in other ways too? 

 



 
 

 

  Q&A WITH PRAKASH GUPTA 

Prakash Gupta, an active member of Saraswati Business Society is investor in share market of Nepal. He 

is famous in campus for having best investment portfolio.   

We get to listen; you are one of the active investors in share market. Are you really?  

→ Yes, I invest in almost every primary share of NEPSE. But I won’t call myself active investor, 

since I have much to learn about the market to take advantage even in secondary market. 

Since many students complain about not having money to invest in share market, how do you 

manage? 

→ It is difficult to manage money as a student. Willingness is 

everything.  Earlier, I used to save my pocket money. After few 

months I realized I have already saved Rs. 5000. And then I started 

investing in IPOs.  

Is Investing in share market really profitable? 

→ It depends on the investor. If you are financially disciplined, you 

have great chance of earning profit. One should protect their capital 

instead on trying only to make profit.  

The market is closed since lockdown. How are you taking this as an investor? 

→ It’s a situation of loss for all real investor or trader. But I find this as an opportunity to 

investigate about company’s financial data in more detail. 

What investment tips will you give to someone who have never made investment? 

→ Research before buying any stocks, make a long-term investment vision, and don’t flow with 

your emotions in market.   

 

 

 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK 

 

     Prakash Gupta  
    BBA 5th semester 
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Why are Nepalese students  attracted towards foreign country for higher studies? 

What can government do to stop this trend?  

 

Send your answer in no more than 200 words by 23rd April. You can send your answer via email or in our Facebook & Instagram page. 
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